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“(The) designers of  
MVE had true knowledge 

of optical sales.”
Troy Bedinghaus, OD,  

Lakewood Family Eye Care

Increased efficiency  
and optical sales with  
My Vision Express®.

C A S E  S T U D Y

Growing practice in need of a new EHR
At Lakewood Family Eye Care in Lakewood Ranch, Florida, 
the commitment to perfecting patients’ vision underscores 
everything the practitioners and staff do on a daily basis. From 
addressing disease markers early to calculating just the right 
vision prescriptions, Troy Bedinghaus, OD, and his staff place eye 
and vision care at the top of their priorities, so when the practice 
started to outgrow its previous EHR, he went on the hunt to 
find a system that would allow him to see patients quickly while 
documenting the visits thoroughly.

Shopping around for a scribe-friendly system
Dr. Bedinghaus first realized he might need to upgrade from his 
old system when he decided to maximize his use of exam room 
scribes. His prior EHR wouldn’t allow him to access a patient’s chart 
while another staffer was also in the same document, which was 
extremely limiting. “Training the scribes on the old software was 
more difficult, because it wasn’t written by someone who knew eye 
care,” he said. “I also wanted something that was optical friendly 
and easier for the staff , so they would have confidence for quality 
optical sales. To complete an optical sale in MVE, everything you 
need is located on one screen, which improves speed and efficiency.” 

As someone who is well-versed in eye care software, Dr. Bedinghaus 
evaluated scores of EHR systems during his selection process. “The 
biggest thing I noticed about MVE was that you can really customize your 
selections. Plus, whoever designed the base software from the beginning 
had intimate knowledge of optical and optical sales . I spend 60 percent of 
my time doing medical eye care—a lot of the software focused on that and 
not optical. But designers of MVE had true knowledge of optical sales.” 



“To complete an optical sale in MVE,  
everything you need is located on one screen,  
which improves speed and efficiency.”
Troy Bedinghaus, OD, Lakewood Family Eye Care

ACCELERATE  
YOUR PRACTICE  
Crafted to meet the specific 

needs of optometry and optical 

sales, My Vision Express® is the 

most advanced vision care-

specific software for eye care 

professionals, enabling them 

to streamline tasks, maximize 

each patient encounter, and 

grow their practices. My Vision 

Express® offers Certified EHR, 

Practice Management, and 

Optical Point-Of-Sale Solutions, 

and is available both in the 

cloud and as a local installation. 

The software is scalable for a 

single user to an unlimited 

number of users in one or 

multiple locations.

The Results

For more information on My Vision Express®, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

Our Vision: Your Success.

Setup and training for success
MVE helped Dr. Bedinghaus and his staff set up the platform 
and customize it to their specifications. MVE also held training 
webinars, then Dr. Bedinghaus and his staff took over, separating 
each group—optical, techs, clinical—and trained them accordingly. 
In July 2016, the practice went live with MVE and while it is always 
hard for staff to adapt to a new system, “after a couple of days, 
things calmed down,” says Dr. Bedinghaus. 

A boost in efficiency
After implementing MVE, Troy watched efficiency at his practice soar 
thanks to the speed and versatility driven by the new system. “With 
the way we bill our VSP and private practice claims, 90 percent is 
electronic, so we just hit the button, and it goes to the lab. With 
contact lens orders, increased efficiency is what we noticed,” he said.

This is a shift from the previous software programs he has 
encountered, which force optometrists to click through a series of 
screens before they can place an optical order. “MVE has not been a 
problem with that,” he said. 

This change could even lead to improvements in patient satisfaction, 
since the patient is often sitting in the examination chair while the 
physician or tech is performing the steps required of an EHR. “Count 
the number of clicks when you’re documenting a slit lamp finding, 
then the impression, then the diagnosis, then the treatment plan—
that’s a lot of computer work in front of the patient who is sitting 
there in the exam room waiting,” he said. “MVE makes that really 
efficient, particularly since it’s tied to a diagnosis that automatically 
gets posted. In the exam room, it has to be fast.”


